We report on the design and commissioning of two silica aerogel Cherenkov detectors with different refractive indices. In particular, extraordinary performance in terms of the number of detected photoelectrons was achieved through an appropriate choice of PMT type and reflector, along with some design considerations. After four years of operation, the number of detected photoelectrons was found to be noticeably reduced in both detectors as a result of contamination, yellowing, of the aerogel material. Along with the details of the set-up, we illustrate the characteristics of the detectors during different time periods and the probable causes of the contamination. In particular we show that the replacement of the contaminated aerogel and parts of the reflecting material has almost restored the initial performance of the detectors.
Introduction
To perform advanced high resolution hypernuclear spectroscopy [1] in Hall A at the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility (JLab), several challenging instruments have been developed. The low cross section (e,e'K) experiments [1] [2] [3] were performed using high-resolution spectrometers with an electron beam of high energy and high luminosity. In those experiments the coincidence events resulting from the (e,e'π) reaction exceed by several orders of magnitude the hypernuclear event signals, (e,e'K), therefore this type of measurement needs a powerful particle identification (PID) system. In this experiment a four-component PID system was implemented in Hall A, a gas Cherenkov detector [4] for the electron arm while in the hadron arm a high resolution Time-of-Flight scintillator detector [5, 6] , threshold Cherenkov detectors with two different refraction indices [7] , and a Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detector [8] are installed. Together they provide a rejection factor of more than 10,000 for protons and pions. In this paper we present detailed information about the threshold aerogel detectors and the related technique of photodetection, which is in many aspects a continuation of earlier developments, see for a review Ref. [9] . In particular it is shown that with an appropriate choice of the reflector and photomultipliers, and some innovative design considerations, extraordinary performance in the number of detected photoelectrons was achieved. This performance was necessary for the success of some experiments in Hall A [1] [2] [3] and more recently was exploited in the construction of the aerogel detectors installed in the High Momentum Spectrometer of the Hall C [10] .
The upgrade (to a 12 GeV beam energy) of the Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) [11] will enhance the potential for new experiments at JLab. It will open unique opportunities for investigation of hadron structure by means of Semi-Inclusive Deep Inelastic Scattering (SIDIS) at high luminosity. High luminosity will also allow a more detailed study of the (e,e'K) reaction in SIDIS kinematics by putting the hadron-PID in the centre of the detector system.
In this scenario threshold aerogel Cherenkov detectors are required to operate an on-line PID at the trigger level. A RICH provides better hadron identification for off-line analysis.
Hall A is equipped with two High Resolution Spectrometers (HRS); one to detect the scattered electron, the other for the produced hadron [12] , where particle identification is provided by the previously mentioned PID system. HRS are able to select particle momenta up to 4.3 GeV/c with a resolution better than 2×10 -4 and with a horizontal angular uncertainty of 2 mrad for a central momentum of 4 GeV/c. With such characteristics, Hall A is well suited for high luminosity, high energy resolution, exclusive and semi-exclusive electron scattering experiments [1] [2] [3] .
In 2000 two Cherenkov detectors (A1 and A2), with radiators of silica aerogel having different refractive indices, were installed in the focal plane of the hadron HRS for the identification of pions, protons, and kaons in the E94-104 experiment [13] . In the 2001-2003 years, other Hall A experiments [2, 3] successfully employed these detectors with performance qualitatively close to that of the original installation (2000) . In 2004, during the first runs of the experiment E94-107 [1] , the photoelectron (PE) distribution, measured by A1 and A2, was found to have a noticeably reduced average number of PE's. This degradation was due to the yellowing of the diffusive reflector, covering the detector internal surface, and to the outer layers of aerogel, which on visual inspection appeared less transparent. The sources of contamination were initially suspected to be the double sided tape, used to hold the Millipore reflector, and the air forced to flush through the detectors. In order to have the detectors performing optimally for the high precision hypernuclear experiment E94-107 in 2005, the degraded aerogel layers and the reflector material were replaced. 
Detector Configuration

Structure of the Detectors
The configuration of the two aerogel Cherenkov detectors, A1 and A2, is shown schematically in Fig. 1 , and their characteristics are listed in Table 1 . The concept of this design involves several considerations. The most important one is the maximization of the detection surfaces (PMT's windows) for Cherenkov photons with respect to all other surfaces (diffusive reflector foils and aerogel radiator). Each detector consists essentially of:
• Two separated boxes containing the silica aerogel and the PMT's to facilitate the assembling and the maintenance of the detector; • Two facing rows of PMT's placed close to the envelope of the particle beam;
• Diffusive reflector material on the inner surface;
• Silica aerogel hydrophobic, with high transparency and suitable refractive index.
The frame of the two boxes is made of aluminium. One box holds the PMT's to the lateral sides of a central empty space (the light diffusion box) while the other accommodates the aerogel radiator. In order to minimize photon losses, all the internal surfaces, with the exception of the PMT's windows and the radiator surface, are covered with reflecting material such that pockets are avoided and the corners are rounded by the reflector, see Fig. 1 . In this configuration the PMT's windows are the only internal surfaces detecting the Cherenkov photons and the ratio of PMT's windows to the other surfaces is maximized. Moreover, since the PMT window external annulus of 5 mm radius has low quantum efficiency, it was covered with the reflecting material. To provide light tightness of the whole assembly, O-rings are inserted between the radiator box and the light diffusion box and between each PMT body and its port in the detector structure. Filtered air was flushed inside the detectors to prevent the degradation of PMT due to the presence in the 
Photomultipliers
Cherenkov light is detected in A1 by twenty-four 5" Burle RCA 8854 [14] PMT's while A2 holds twenty-six 5" Photonis XP 4572B [15] . The Burle Quantacon has good quantum efficiency from the visual to UV range (22.5% at 390 nm), moreover it has a very good pulse height spectrum (high peak to valley ratio) which is very useful for detecting a limited number of PE's. The Photonis XP 4572B is less efficient in the UV region but has better performance in the visual range by ~24%, and especially has higher electron collection efficiency. Comparative tests between Burle and Photonis PMT's have been performed at JLab [16] using a Cherenkov spectrum generated by electrons ( 106 Ru source) passing through a small slab (2.5×2.5×1 cm 3 ) of SP50 aerogel and reflected by Millipore paper. Those measurements show that the PMT quantum efficiency convoluted with the Cherenkov spectrum, the aerogel transparency and the Millipore reflectivity, comprehensively indicated as QE, is twice as large in Photonis PMT compared to the Burle one.
In the present design the PMT's are placed much closer to the envelope of the beam particles and positive HV is used. These particulars are implemented in order to maximize the photon collection. The aerogel detectors are operated near the focal plane of HRS where some magnetic field is present. Hence, originally [17] μ-metal shields were installed with the PMT's. However, the magnetic field is low (<0.5 Gauss) and the enhancement of the PE collection was only 5% [18] . At the same time the necessity to move the PMT's outward in the light box and to allocate space for the application of the μ-metal shields resulted in a sizeable reduction of detected PE's. This is because of a larger distance from the light box to the phototube window and a smaller density of PMT's due to this greater distance between their centres. Since the μ-metal installation results in a sizeable reduction in the observed PE's, the detectors are assembled with no magnetic shields in all configurations.
Reflectors
Originally, two 0.45 μm layers of Millipore filter paper GSWP00010 [19] were used as diffusive reflector. Its light reflection is diffusive and follows Lambert's law having 95% diffusivity up to 400 nm, while in the UV it decreases smoothly to 80% at 315 nm. The performance of this material is much better than other reflectors (Teflon, NE560, BaSO 4 ) [20] provided that two or more Millipore papers are put together. One foil, in fact, is partly transparent. The Millipore is fragile, cannot be installed directly, and needed to be backed by common white paper layers using a 3M double sided tape [21] which can be a source of contamination.
During efforts to refurbish the aerogel detectors it was discovered that the Millipore paper had yellowed. Therefore, it was replaced with a new mirror material: the Enhanced Specular Reflector (ESR) by Vikuiti, a 3M company [21] . This material is easy to handle, cut and generally install in narrow and curved regions between the PMT's. Moreover, close to the PMT's diffusion is not an effective process for collecting light while mirror reflection works better. The Millipore was still used with good results in the flat region of the light diffusion box, where the installation of this paper is simple and the use of a diffusive material is more suitable to reflect the light, see Fig. 1 .
Silica Aerogel
The HRS select particles having a narrow range in momentum (± 5%). In momentum near 2
GeV/c for the identification of pions, kaons and protons, it is possible to design a PID system based on the Cherenkov effect using only two refractive indices. Silica aerogel is the only transparent material that can be employed as radiator in this situation rather than compressed gases. Due to the low self-absorption and Rayleigh diffusion of the Cherenkov light, this material can be used even in a RICH detector [22] . Nowadays several aerogels of good optical quality are commercially available [23] . In our detectors the Matsushita silica aerogel [24] is used mainly because it is hydrophobic and has suitable refractive indices: 1.015 (SP15) in A1, and 1.050 (SP50) in A2. The other aerogel characteristics are reported in Table 2 . In the momentum range 1. showed no deterioration. On visual inspection these tiles were found to be completely colorless and transparent, confirming that, in both A1 and A2, the degradation was confined to the outer layers.
As a trade off between costs, performance, and required time for the refurbishment, only the two outer layers of aerogel have been replaced. Finally the refractive index of old contaminated tiles, measured with the minimum deflection method, was found to be the same. More details on the transmittance and the refractive index measurements are reported in Ref.
[26].
Finally it is instructive to estimate in an approximate way the average number of PE's detected in A1 relatively to A2. This quantity depends on four parameters: refractive index of silica aerogel, n, the thickness of radiator, d, the quantum efficiency of the PMT's convoluted with the Cherenkov light spectrum, the silica aerogel transparency and the Millipore paper reflectivity, QE, and the absorption of the Cherenkov light in the radiator. In particular the light absorption is parameterized
16 [27] , where l is defined as the effective saturation length and is equal to 3.9-4.0 cm in a wide range of particle momenta. Assuming constant value of radiator index n in usable range of wave length, it is easy to find for n ~ 1 and β =1 particles that the average number of detected PE's is proportional to:
Considering the construction parameters of the detectors, see Tables 1 and 2 , and the characteristics of the PMT's, see § 2.2, the number of photons, detected in A2, is expected to be four times higher than in A1. This estimation is in good agreement with the experimental results as will be illustrated in Sec. 4. 
Contamination
In order to determine the causes of the aerogel contamination, several chemical and physical
analyses [28] were carried out on several aerogel samples and on the adhesive tape originally suspected of being the main source of pollution in the aerogel. The contaminated aerogel looks yellow because of its increased absorbance in the blue region with respect to the red part of the visible light, see Fig. 2 . This effect is evident to the unaided eye when several layers of aerogel are stacked together, but difficult to observe in a single tile.
The reported stability [29, 30] of the RICH of the HERMES experiment at DESY (Hamburg), which employs the same aerogel (Matsushita SP30 with n = 1.030), excludes the possibility that the observed degradation could be ascribed to normal aging. Moreover, the same observation is reported in Ref. [31] for the aging induced by thermal variations in 0-100 °C range. The HERMES aerogel optical properties, in fact, have not been deteriorated even after ten years of operation. As mentioned before the Matsushita aerogel is hydrophobic [24] . The same weight, measured for contaminated and contamination free tiles, suggests that the degradation is not due to absorbed water. Moreover to verify possible differences of hydrophobicity on the tile surface, the measurements of "contact angle" have been performed by means of a goniometer (NRL model 100-00, Ramé-Hart). For new and contaminated aerogel samples, a contact angle of 155° (average value of five measurements) has been observed and therefore no difference has been detected.
Different aerogel tiles (SP15, SP30 and SP50), contaminated and uncontaminated, together with the adhesive tape were investigated by means of Solid-Phase MicroExtraction-Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry (SPME-GC/MS). Small amounts of these aerogels and of the adhesive tape (0.5 -1.7 grams) were introduced into 40 mL glass vials and heated to ~ 85° C for twenty minutes. Then a SPME fibre (divinylbenzene-carboxen-polydimethylsiloxane) by Supelco
[32] was exposed for five minutes into the head space in order to sample the outgassing organic substances. After exposure, the SPME fibre was introduced into the injection port, maintained at ~ 250° C, of a gas chromatograph (Trace GC ultra, Finnigan-Thermo Finally, as demonstrated in several works [29, 30, 34] , the irradiation of the tiles, due to the beam or radioactive sources, cannot be responsible for the aerogel deterioration.
These results indicate that aging, humidity, irradiation, the tape, and dust are not a significant cause of the observed aerogel contamination. The flushed air with sub-micron particles therein, is the only remaining possible vehicle of the aerogel contamination. In detail the contaminants must consist of sub-micron particles, otherwise they would not pass through the air filter (filters stop molecules larger than 1 micron size) and they would not enter in the silica aerogel matrix (pore size smaller than 100 nm). A further confirmation of this picture is given by the working condition of the HERMES RICH [30] that has kept unaltered its performances along ten years of operation. In that case pure nitrogen, instead of filtered air, has been flushed through the detector.
As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the contaminated tiles have a moderate transparency loss in the red part of the spectrum (20%) and strong light absorption in the blue-UV region (larger than 50%). Similar but not identical effects on the aerogel transparency are detected in two other works [31, 35] . In those cases the aerogel tiles are contaminated by oil fumes [31] or vapours of solvents (acetone) [35] . These molecules could be some, but not the only causes of our silica aerogel degradation.
Anyway it was decided to flush with nitrogen instead of filtered air in the '05 configurations, and to replace the Millipore paper with a plastic material, the Enhanced Specular Reflector [21] . ESR, being plastic, does not produce dust and does not absorb or allow the passage of micro-particles.
Yet, it reflects according to the Snell's law with higher reflectivity (98%) in the visible which falls down in the UV region (45% at 390 nm). This lower reflectivity contributes in a negligible way to the PE number reduction of the '05 configuration compared to the '00 original one.
Finally we have intended to detect the elemental carbon through the Thermal Optical
Transmittance Technique [36] but physical properties of the silica Aerogel made impossible the measurement using such procedure. A more sophisticated search in order to positively identify the nature of these contaminants is presently not possible. In any case such measurements should be performed using instruments and techniques having very high resolution power (~ 10 nm).
Experimental Results
Cosmic Ray Tests
Before installing the 2000 detectors in the hadron spectrometer, several tests with cosmic rays were run to quantify the average number of photoelectrons and to perform additional checks on the PMT's and the construction quality [37] . Similar tests were also performed before the '05 installation. The apparatus, used in those tests, is schematically illustrated in Fig. 5 . A coincidence between three 15×40×2 cm 3 plastic scintillators (S1, S2 and S3), supplies the event trigger while a lead block, 61 cm thick, is used to select relativistic cosmic muons (β ≥ 0.994). The Cherenkov detector was horizontally translated with respect to the trigger system (trigger plus lead block) to test different regions.
A calibrated (pedestal at the ADC channel 0, single PE peak at channel 100) single PMT response is shown in Fig. 6 with the square marker histogram. Since the PE number detected by each PMT (μ i ) is low (≤1), the simplest way to calculate this quantity is by the fraction of counts in pedestal peak (Po i ) assuming a Poisson distribution for PE's leaving the photocathode:
The whole detector response, achieved summing up all the PMT's calibrated signals, is shown in Fig. 6 . For higher numbers of detected PE's (>1) such a distribution can be fitted to the equation:
which is the sum of Gaussians, each representing the contribution of the k th PE, convoluted with the Poisson distribution. In detail, q is the ADC channel, const is a constant of normalization, Q 1 is the average charge collected at the PMT output for one PE detection and σ 1 is the corresponding standard deviation, μ is the mean number of collected photoelectrons. The standard deviations of each Gaussian are linked by: 2) is generally used to calculate μ by fitting the total sum spectra. It is important to notice that use of Eq. (2) requires correct determination of Q 1 , which is not always done as will be explained in the next section.
Finally, we are able to determine the global performance of each detector through the efficiency, ε, calculated according to: Finally it is necessary to notice two effects. The selected cosmic muons (β ≥ 0.994) are above the Cherenkov's threshold both in A1 (β th-SP15 ≈ 0.985) and in A2 (β th-SP50 ≈ 0.948). In particular the number of photons collected in A1 is 7% below with respect to β =1 particles [38] . This result does not affect the previous conclusions since the same factors have to be included in the analysis of both configurations.
In-Beam Tests
The PE distributions detected by the two detectors for the three configurations analyzed here were acquired using 2 GeV/c pions and are reported in Fig. 9 . These events are selected in the Table   4 .
The comparison between the photoelectron distribution, see Fig. 9 , and the PE average numbers, see Table 4 , clearly indicates that the best performance of the detectors is obtained in the 2000
original configuration. The 2005 detectors detect a reduced number of PE's, ~ 88% of the original number, both in A1 and in A2. In the 2004 degraded configuration, the PE reduction is more serious both for A1 (~ 60%) and A2 (72%) and consequently the particle identification is appreciably compromised. The comparison of Tables 3 and 4 for A1 also shows that a nearly equal PE number is produced by 2 GeV/c pions and by relativistic muons. This pseudo equality is just fortuitous in A1 as is also evident from A2 results.
Large non-gaussian tails are observed on both sides of the amplitude spectrum, especially for the single PE response of some PMT's (e.g. Burle RCA 8854, Thorn EMI 9351) [40] . Those tails sizeably modify the average value of the pulse height distribution which no longer corresponds to the peak. The identification of the single PE peak is important because it is commonly used to perform the PMT calibration. To account for these tails, Bellamy et al. [41] added an exponential tail to Eq. (2) which was not considered a part of the single PE peak response but a background term. Bellamy's procedure induces an underestimation of the number of detected PE's. The most complete and correct description needs to include those tails in the shape of the PMT response to 1-, 2-, ….n-photoelectron and then to convolute this quantity with the Poisson distribution. Those calculations can be performed either using a Monte Carlo [42] , or using an analytical procedure [43] . As shown in Ref. [44] when the average number of PE is large (> 4 PE), the results described in latter methods and Eq. (2) (using the correct value of Q 1 ) are very close.
The fitting procedure performed on the PE distributions, using the approach of Dossi et al. [43] , has indicated that μ is ~15% higher for A1 than the values calculated in Table 4 . By Eq. In the restored configuration, the outer two aerogel layers were replaced, the Millipore coating was replaced by non-absorbing ESR sheets, and nitrogen instead of air was used as the circulating gas. In this configuration only a ~ 12% of reduction of PE's, for both A1 and A2, was found Table 4 . Vertical scales report arbitrary units. 18
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